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I.

Introduction

1.

The forking Group on National Accounts at Constant Prices met in

Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia,

from 21 to 28 November 1966.

The Group was the

first in a series of meetings in tha various regions of the
national accounts at constant pricQss
connexion with the

2»

revision of

the

world on

which are being convened in

SNA,

Rooommendations concerning national accounts at constant prices are

not" inoludad in the present SUA.

Constant price estimates will,

constitute an integral .part of the revised SETA,

special chapter on the
working groups.

however,

which will contain a

subject based on the conclusions o-f the regional

Sinco the

subject is of growing importance in connexion

with eoonomio planning and also has many other important uses,

the regional

working groups are considering not only conceptual problems but also
practical methods of compilation of constant price

3.

Experts from eight African countries and from France and the United

Kingdom participated in the
given in Annex II

4.

to

Working Group.

A list of participants is.

this 'report,

The agenda as adopted by the

Working Group for its discussions,

well as the background papers considered by the
I and III
5.

series.

Mr.

to
R.K.

the

Group are

as

shown in Annexes

report,

Gardinor,

Executive

Africa opened the meeting.

Secretary of

The Executive

the

Eoonomic

Commission for

Secretary's opening statement is

reproduced in Annex IV,

6.

Mr. Abdelhamid Aouad (Moroc- -•) was elected Chairman and Br.

Aziz EL

Din Sayed Ahmed El Tigi (United >rab Republic) -was elected Vice-Chairman
.of the

meeting.,

II*

The nature of constant prices data most useful for the region

7.

Following the lay-out of document ST/STAT/l5 "National Accounts Data

in Constant Prices",

prepared by the

Statistical Office of the United Nations,

Page
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the Working Group first considered which parts of the full system of
accounts and tables of the revised 3JJA should be recommended estimated

at constant prices.

The Working Group was in complete agreement with

the reoonunendations in ST/STAT/15 that efforts should be concentrated
on obtaining useful estimates of the items on the product and expenditure
accounts.

These items could for the greater part be disaggregated into

commodity flows or "be obtained as differences between such flows which

could be factored into a price and volume component in a unique way. ■

8.

The Group felt that it would be presumptuous and not very useful at

the present state of statistical development in the region for it to engage
in a detailed and time-consuming theoretical discussion of issues like the
estimation of a complete system of balanced accounts at constant prices

or the relative merits of the various deflators which could be applied
to income flows in order to express them in terms of their purchasing
power.

9-

The Group recognized that estimates of income flows' expressed in

terms of their purchasing power over specific baskets of commodities might
be required in the region to a limited extent and for specific purposes,
mostly conneoted with national planning.

In such cases the purposes for

whioh the estimates were required ought to be defined as clearly as passible
so that the choice of deflator would be narrowed down as far as possible.

In practice, labour income or private disposable income could, for instance,
be deflated by means of the consumer price index in orde± to obtain a
measure of the change in welfare or real income of the labour force or the
population as a whole,

saving could be deflated by a price index for gross

fixed capital formation,

10.

etc.

It was agreed that the usual methods of arriving at grosc domestic

product at constant prices, namely by the double deflation method of value
added by industry or by revaluing all expenditure items at base year prices
and.deducting imports so revalued from the sum of the other items at
constant prices,

were in principle applicable in the region.

In practioe,

however, other methods such as applying gross output indicators directly
to value added would mostly have to be used in revaluing the product side.

■"- y>***&?=^>w'> '-'^™T-W*i-W*?9

.■::i,

This was the case not utu.y for

■■■.ij.h v^lo.

b.! ■• j.oi

^-^ ,

o

;

-o~n t^,.L.. oi

i,^e

world.

11. ■ Mho

Group felt that it tm'A o* v<is/ul to svLiruto .gain's or losses

from terms of trade a,,i i,o.)i:ecuo^!v tb.o r^olerro vUry -oi.eept of £:-3s

real income at coneta-t ^«3B- .pRvL?.c.i,r.a.-p-.y for ifaosa o-.untrios of the
region whoee 0OOnoif,:ys veie Ispr.-tderiT on xh* o^pcrt ex cat-* or & f^v
priaary products ^hioh v.cro e^^-yc t.? price t'iv.o-tua ti',.^ oa the world
market.

It was agreed that the g-?.niD >..x- loet;«n fiow tr?xa.s of trado

should in these oassu be esii^/^d au -;bd di::^i-enc^ bsviten tha foreign
balance deflated ry t-h3 :.mpoi-t price :^de.v ^rd oy the separaty price
indexes for

I S

12.

export

"

5

and inpjrt

M -

/

, ^

*• i?

■"

."I

\

iv'

'?

I

;'

:t-.._

J.

r

I

me Group feii that 11'.-, J.c^ci;.ptiun of -,h^ est..::L tion -f £<ai^s or

lossas from terns oi trt^e ".n p^cssvai-k-.' 9 ^^ ^-° !^" t:v'i3TA'l/l5 should bo
revised to iiiJ.i^ato .vox o.Leoriy tro aiCfsvjnoa ho+.ws-sn entinatGK of
totals vith rrid vai-hcui; "dju- L ■;onj ict. c-hax'-^ .i."i tcrc:;. nf trsvde.

It ^aa

stressed that' tho udfiuctrr.c:./: ^u.3 ao-> reoui^od in ^rclo:? t;; aaiiisvo "balanoe

between estimates cf ^ro^ do.isot.io v-od^v:-1, £^;1 sTcn clonastic ozperOiture
in real terjie..

I i; ';«ic on'ly rsedod in o:rd.3i- --j o"bts.ir± a D^pplora^ntai-y

estimate -jh±c^ took :aiio ?':ccur:t :;-oec-t'iit a-c. prjtapetlve gsins or losses

in inccaa ^oeiil-Li r.^ *r-oai o':.?.Ms^r; d ^ "?: ^.tivo p-i^cn of exports ana imports
of a country^

It v?^B reooiru^^J.^d th?,t \ho tri..r.eition from ^;gb domestic

product at constant prioar? to s'^'^s ivsa''. income ^:I:culd be shown in a
separate table co i^£t tiicreal income

13.

Bupple^ent^r character of tho ostimato of

was indie =.tei as oli-crj./ as poarji^rja

It was pointed o-.t ihr-t in g;>^ oouTitrcies dependent on agricultural

exports and -iith limited basic

-istiEiAon it ^^r; scmoti;rt3 naoe^nary to

deflate value added in agrio-aj.trra by tho

meaningful result,
however,

expoi t ;prioo j.ndsz to ensure a

Thi*; must bo consider©'', o. ttatiGticel expedient;

and we'.s usod. only to avoid tb3.t fiotiti^v.^ inu^eas^s or docrea&ss

■in real domestic product urie-c.s b^.^;*u.";o of tho un^ cf -arirspresontativQ
deflators and bad no theoretical corir^xior vitl', ^,o
of trada a

-id^Jctmont for terms

.4/j82

.14/CAS.5/NAC/24
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14.

After considerable dasouce5.oix it was agr&ed that whenever

net factor income froru abroad should !>o estimated at constant prioes?
that both the gi-osu dououtic product and gross national income

presented in real terms™

so

total were

The Group realized the practical and theoretical

difficulties of deflating net factor iroome from abroad;

"but in view of the

importance of payments of interest and dividends to abroad in many countries
of the region^

from abroad,

it was necessary to attempt deflation of net factor income

for instance in order to derive total gross national product

at constant prices which was a useful total for many purposes.
members of the
grounds

Group were not in agreement with this decision,

that current flows were

Some
on the

sufficient for most analytical purposes

and that constant price estimates of net factor income from abroad

obtained by overall deflation,
not have

economic

15.

Group felt that

The

for instance by the import price index did

significance «■.

the

deflator

to be

used in estimating net factor

income from abroad at constant prices depended on the purpose of the
calculation.

If total national income in i-vsrJ. terms wore

measure of productive capacity,
price index,

it would bo reasonable to apply the export

while from a welfare point of vieir the

more

suitable.

16.

The

Group agreed that

no attempt should tiieij-'.ore,

interpreted as a

gronc

conoopta

import price index uas

should be used

throughout and

0-3 made to deflate provisions for the consump

tion of fixed capital,

III.

17.

The

The

Constant Price

Tables of the

Revised

Group then proceeded to made a general review of the

constant prices proposed for inclusion in the revised SNA.

tables at

These are

tables 8 and 9 and tables 11 -- 15 shown in Annex II 01 document E/C27O 3/345*
18.

In conformity with the general principle of recommending- that only

gross magnitudes are deflated,

the Working Group felt that item 9 "Met

domestic product at factor incomes" of table 8 which shoi-rs value in
constant prices and correlative price indexes for gross domestic product
by type of expend"''

:-■*,

should be deleted.

The .Cf-oup approved of the

e/cn. 14/388 .

£/CN.14/CAS.5/NAC/24
Page

proposal by the

5

second session'of the Sxpert Group to sub-divide item 8

gross domestic product at market prices into product arising in commodity

producing industries,

in general government activities and in private

nonprofit institutions serving households.

19,

The Group also agreed to include a new table at constant prices

based on Table B, p. 246 of document 3/CN.3/345, after table 8.

It was

reoongnized that Table B was incomplete since it does not include goods

and services which are not commodities according to the proposed new

system.-

Also, the Group noted that the items on the uses side of fh*

table were valued at market prices and that the model system of price

indexes shown in document E/CN.3/328 could not be applied in revaluing
these items since these price indexes were in terms of producer prices as

far as commodities were concerned,

The most appropriate way of arriving

at Table B:at constant prices therefore would be to use quantum indexes
to extrapolate base year market values.

20.

Kith regard to Table 9 of document E/Ctf. 3/345,

which refers to gr«ss

domestic product at constant prices by kind of economic activity, the Gr#up
felt that at least for the adaptation of the table to the region, ooluon

(4)j net domestic product at factor incomes, should be excluded.

It was

:'

agreed that column (2) gross domestic produot at market prices should be
giuen priority, while column (3) gross domestic product at factor incomes
might be estimated if data permitted.

21.

.

.

In this connexion paragraphs 24 to 29 of document ST/STAT/15, which

deal with valuation at factor incomes and at market prices, were discussed.
Although the Group" did not wholly endorse the arguments against estimates

of gross domestic .product at constant factor incomes included in these
paragraphs,

it did find that it would be. easier in the region to estimate

real gross domestic product at market prices than at factor incomes. The
treatment -of import drities in a separate row of table 9 gave rise to

considerable discussion.

In one opinion, import duties on goods destined

for final consumption should be left out from both the current and
oonstant price tables on gross domestic product,

while import duties on

E/CN. 14/382

,
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goods destined for intermediate consumption only should be included in
the Value added of the industry using the input.

view,

From this point of

only the import duties on inteiS3.edia.te goods entered into the

production process and thus oontstituted part of gross domestic product
at market prices,

while import duties on final goods did not.

It was

pointed :"out that it should be indicated in columns 3 and 4 of table 9
that import duties should not be entered in these columns.

22.

The Group felt that,

in tables 11 and 12,

referring to consumption

expenditure of general government and private non-profit institutions,
respectively,

columns 3 showing commodities consumed might be deleted,

be changed to refer to total use of goods and services.

or

It was proposed

that the term "Public administration" should be used instead of "General
government

23.

services" in Table

11.

-The Group agreed that although many countries of the region did not

at present have

the

data required

expenditure at constant prices,
the

in Table

the

'

the

necessary basic data

.

near future.

..The

Group found

table

14 on, the composition of gr*>ss fixed capital

formation at constant'prices'very useful.
part b of

the

table could*only'be

table might be

■

It was suggested that since

estimated if informaticn on capital

formation by type within each industry were

available,

this part of the

transformed into a cross-classification of capital

formation by industry and type.
work-in—progress,
25»

23 on household

the table formed a very useful part of

system and efforts should be made to provide

:.■•■.

in

to fill

It was proposed to

sub-divide item 10,

into buildings and other work in progress.

A£ter some discussion,

the

Group agreed that in table 15 which refers

to imports and exports at constant prices classified according- to
characteristic products of industries,

the three last items.
alone by- including

a sub-total

should be

shown before

These items .should, be made to refer to services

"other goods" in .the

sub-total.

e/cn.14/:.3£.

.

£/CJT, H/C AS. 5/NAC/24
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IV

Units of measurement, formulae and "base period

26.

The Group then proceeded to discuss section IV of document 3T/STAT/15.

It was agreed that in principle, allowance for quality changes was very
important in constant price estimates.

I^ere was reaaon to balieve that

priO* indexes overstated the actual price incr«OM H^au*© It was not

po»eibX« in practice to make allowance for quality changes.

It was pointed

out that soae of the refined methods of allowing for quality changes which

were mentioned in ST/STAT/15 are still in an oxperimental stage and do not
always lead to satisfactory results.

The Group concluded that the more

elementary ways of allowing for quality changes, like ^evaluating
commodities in as much detail as possible so that different qualities would
appear as different commodities, or hy using price indexes based on

exactly specified commodities for deflating current price aerie* were the

methods generally applied and were also most relevant for this region.

27, The Group felt that the whole problem of separating "pure price"
changes from price changes due to quality changes needed much further
study.

The definition of quality characteristics, allowance far general

technical progress, the problem of aircraft and electronic computers
where the price increase for new models might actually be smaller than

the quality increase, etc. were some of the points which needed clarifica
tion.

26.

The Group agreed that the best year for constant price estimates

should preferably be a year for which particularly ample basic data are
available from censuses and surveys.

The Group had no further comments

on the discussion in document ST/STAT/15 of units of measurement for
commodities and services, index number formulae and base period.
7

Techniques and sources of estimation

29.

This section of document ST/STAT/15 "as considered together with

Annexes I and II which show typical indicators used in estimating product
and expenditure at constant prices and with document E/Ctf.l4/l?AC/23
"National Accounts Practices at Constant Prices in Africa",

E/CKT. 14/382
B/CN. 14/ffAS. 5/NAC/24
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30.

The Group agreed.that no general method for estimation of constant

price data *hich was applicable to all countries could be established,

since the availability of basic data would determine the methods used by
each country.

However, it was agreed that the commodity flow and double-

deflation techniques, furnish an ideal bais for the integrated estimation
of data on quanta and prices in respect of the flows on the production
account.

Within this framework as consistent estimates as possible should

be aimed at within the limits set by the availability of basic data.
31. It was noted that several countries of the region applied the double
deflation method in estimating value added in agriculture at constant
prices* although the majority used gross output indicators directly on value
added. The Group found that agriculture could with advantage be sub-divided

for purposes of constant price estimation, since the importance of "inputs
varied considerably between different parts of the industry; and the

availability of input data did likewise.

Although no definite agreement

was reached as to the actual categories into which agriculture should be

divided for this purpose, the general concern was that small-scale or less
productive agriculture, where inputs were small, ought to be distinguished
from large-scale agriculture with substantial inputs for which the double
deviation method ought to bo used. It was also, suggesied that deflation of
the part of agricultural production whioh was not marketed was extremely
difficult, but that this part of the production was sometimes estimated
directly in quantity terms.

32. The problem of obtaining prices for agricultural products was also
discussed. It was suggested that market prices may be used instead of
producer prices, which may not be easily available particularly for the
products of small farm.

Also, it was very difficult to arrive at

producer prices for agricultural products, which was free of elements of
transport services, handling costs etc., if the latter were provided by

the farmer himself.

For large-scale agriculture, however, a -pure" producer

price may be more readily available.

E/CJir. />
E/CJT. 14/CAS. 5/NAC/24
Page

33.

9

-Kith regard to fishing, it was mentioned that some Afrioan countries

engage in industrial fishing, for which the double deflation method could
be applied.

It was also suggested that input in mining may sometimes?

be significant so that the double deflation method should, in principle,
be used for that industry.

34.

IBUh regard to manufacturing,

the Group felt that industrial surveys

in the region should be planned in ouch a way that as much information as

»*J

possible be made available for the construction of production indexes and
national aooounts at constant prioes.

It was agreed that it was extremely

difficult tu ob-taia information on Kandioxafts even at current prices,
exoept for that part which was subject to organi-zed^jnarketing.

The only

feasible way of oovering handicrafts in -the e«tina±oa f©r^mana£A<*tr\ring
at constant prioea therefore appeared to be through the use of more or
less arbitrary coefficients.

It was also suggested that extrapolation by

means of quantum indicators for materials used was applicable fcr very few
industrial groups.
ought therefore

The narrowness of the application of this method

to be indioated in Annex I in connexion with the

description of indicators for "Other manufacturing industries*1,
35.

There was considerable disoussion about the indicators to be uoed

in estimating v..lue added of electricity,
oonstant prices.

gas,

steam and water supply at

It was agreed that not only quantaties produced*

but

also quantities sold or consumed may be used as indicators for the gr^ss
output of electricity.
production should be

Some members of the

Group felt that electricity

separated from electricity distribution.

It was the

general ooncerh of the Group that the double deflation method should be
used in revaluing value added of electricity works,

since data were

generally available for a deflation of inputs,

36.

The Group felt that deflation by means of a prioe index for building

materials oombined with an earnings index for labour wan the most.;
appropriate method of estimating value added in the construction industry
at oonstant prices.

The

need for guidance as to the best methods of

obtaining the basia. estimates of construction activity at oonstant prioes

tr

Page 10

"

was stressed.

It was pointed out

that in cases where gross output af

the construction industry was revalued in terms of information on inputs,
the

37.

double deflation method could not be applied for this industry.

The Group noted the great detail in which constant price estimates for

transport and communications are usually made,

. indicators are applied,

particularly when quantum

and agreed that information was usually available

which made it possible to apply these detailed methods also in developing
countries,

38-

The Group noted the methods applied in estimating constant price

series for wholesale and retail trade in a number of countries of the
region.

These methods were similar to those indioated as most commonly

applied in document ST/STAT/15/
39*

It was noted that indicators for extrapolating constant price, series

for the service industries were usually not available in the region.

Current as well as constant price data for these industries were extremely
difficult to make on the basis of the information available and the Group
felt that it would be useful if a special Working Group were convened in
the Region to consider the oonaeptual and practical problems connected
with estimates of value added in the service industries.

Such a'Group

would have to depend for its documentation on information obtained from

oountries concerning their actual practices and the difficulties mot.

40.

It was pointed out that where several volume indicators were possible

for one particular industry, like
hours taught etc. for education,

number of pulils registered,
and number of outpatients,

hospital beds, number of doctors etc. for health services,

teachers'

number of

there was no

real solution to the question of finding the most appropriate deflator
for services.

A large number of indicators might be collected,

but there

was no basis for determining the weights which might be used in combining
them.

41.

The Working Group then proceeded to discuss the price and volume,

indicators which might be used in estimating
categories at constant prices.

the various expenditure

E/CN.14/J82 '
E/CJSr,14/CAS. 5/NAC/24
Page

42*

The

11

Group noted the unrepresentativeness of consumer price indexes

for deflation of household consumption expenditure,

because

thoae indexes

usually referred to a special segment of the population and to certain
narrowly defined areaso

such indexes,

It

if available,

was

therefore required

to

onmbine

by moans of appropriate weights*

a number of

Thus th©

indexes for the high income part of the population may be combined with

the indexes for the low income part of the population available in many
countries of

the

region.

It was desirable

that any combined index should

talc* into ecoount the different expenditure patterns in urban and rural
areas*

The

observation was also made that th©

the region may not be
of

43«

consumper prioe indexes in

efficiently detailed to permit separate deflation

the various categories of consumer expenditure,,

It was suggested that locally produced and imported food should >e

estimated separately in constant prices,

A quantum indicator for rent

might be obtained "by considering tha changes in a sample of modern and
traditional buildings.

In one country number of dwellings could be

derived from the number of meters for water supply in residential areas.
44.

The

Group felt that price deflation of medical care and health

expenses was more convenient than extrapolation by volume indexes as

suggested in ST/STAT/15.

Also, it was suggested that petrol consumption

might not be a good volume indicator for the use of personal transport
equipment,

since petrol was used for many other purposes than personal

transportation,

45*

As far as expenditure on Eorvices was concerned,

the

Group felt

that some quantum indicators might ba available for recreation,
ment and cultural nervicos,
cinemas,

46,

like number 0*

entertain

seats sold in theatres and

number of admissions to museums oto.

It was suggested that item 4 General government consumption

expenditure might be

shown separately for each activity grr»up.

It was

realiaed that take in all other oases where employment was used as

indicator,

the estimates suffered from +h;

changes were not taken into account,,

disadvantage that productivity

E/CN.14/392
E/CN. 14/CAS. 5/NAC/24
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47*

The Group noted with interest that for some items of gross fixed

opital formation,

i«e.?

for aircraft and electronic computers, price

changes might be assumed to just compensate for quality changes, so that
deflation of these items was not necessary*

It was suggested that quality-

improvements, for such items were even greater than the price changesi

48.

The Group found that developing countries might have difficulties

in using price indexes for the deflation of machinery and equipment
because of the importance of local transportation and installation costs
the unigueness and infinite variety of capital goods and the important
changes in the composition of imports which might take place.

49-

The Group considered briefly whether it ought to recommend the

inclusion of Tables 2 and 3 of Appendix II of document E/CN.3/345 at
constant prices.

These tables refer to supply and use of commodities

and *io gross output and input of industries, respectively.

After some

discussion it was agreed that it would have little meaning to recommend
the inclusion of so complicated tables at the present stage of statistical
development of the countries of the region.

E/CN.14/382
E/CN.14/CAS.5/KTAC/24

Annex I
ANNEX I

PROVISIONAL AGENDA

1.

Opening address

2»

Election of chairman and vice-chairman

3-

Adoption of Agenda

4-

Prinoiplesj

concepts and methods of estimation of national

accounts at

constant prices

5»

Problems in data collection relating to the development of
interrelated systems of quantum and price indices

6.

Supporting tables at constant prices of the revised and
expanded SNA

7-

Problems of estimating national accounts at constant prices
in African conditions

8,

Adoption of report
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ANNEX II/ANNEXE II
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

LISTU D£d PARTICIPANTS

Country/Paya

Name and title/Nom et titre

Ethiopia/Ethiopie

Mr.

Dub Liben

National Income
Central

Statistician

Statistical Office

P.O. Box 1143 ,
Addis Ababa

tfranne

M»

Jean Boulogne

Economiste-Statistioien
Secretariat d'Etat a la
Cooperation
Bureau d1Analyse iSconomique
20 Rue Monsieur
Paris VII
Ghana

Mr. Amoako Akuffo
Statistics Officer
Central Bureau of Statistics
Accra

Kenya

Mr.

Parme e t

Si ngh

Economist-Statistician
P.O. Box 30266
Nairobi

Madagascar

Mr. Razafindrakoto
Adjoint au Directeur a"
l'lnetitut national de la
Statistique

et de

la

Recherche economique
B.P. 485
Tananarive
M.

Abdelhamid Aouad
Chef Adjoint du Service du Plan
Ministere du DeVeloppement et
du Plan
Rabat

Sudan/Souda*

Mr. Muddathir Mohed All
Inspec tft#

Departm**t of Statistics
Khartoum

.Anne* II "
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OPEKOTG STATEMENT OF MR. R.K.A. GARDINER
^

Gentlemen,

•

|T

It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to this Working
Group on National Accounts at Constant Prices.

You are not unaware of

the considerable interest that African countries and the Economic

CommiaBion for Africa attach to these studies, whose importance in the
drafting of development plans and the assessment of progress achieved
cannot be over-emphasized.

Your Working Group, the seventh to meet under the auspioes of ECA
in the field of national accounts, was called for by the Third and

Fourth Conferencee of African Statisticians.

It is part of the revision

of the United Nations System of National Accounts, which is now in hand

and indeed will soon be completed.

The aim is to discover how data on

the great economic aggregates expressed in monetary terms can he measured
by means of constant units, in particular by eliminating the effect of
monetary depreciation and variations in prices.

It will be your task to discuss methods put forward for your

consideration to assess how they can be applied to the countries in the

region and perhaps to suggest new improvements.

The emphasis now being

placed on the "production" aspect should make it fairly easy to use the
concepts of physical quantities and constant prices to arrive at coherent
estimates.

Some aggregates, in particular those referring to income and

the distribution of income, will not be covered by this method and we

shall therefore be concentrating our efforts more on the problems of
production and consumtpion for the time being.

You will also be determining what practical methods can be used to

estimate quantities and prices and in particular to study what adjustments
are necessary and possible when changes occur in the quality or definition

of the products.

The Working Group should also give its opinion on the

suggested model of the price indices system.

Finally, may I inform you that the Working Group on the Adaptation

of the Revised SNA to African Conditions, which met in July I965, adjourned
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its discussion of the constant price tables with the request that they
be studied by you in this meeting and that you give an opinion with a

view of final recommendations for the adoption of the new system.

The

secretariat has prepared for you a document summing up the present

practices of African countries in these fields, which is intended to serve
as a guide in your discussions.

Moreover, the United Nations Statistical Office has prepared the

documents on methodology and has sent here Mr. Pedersen, who is particularly
well briefed on special African problems, since, only a year ago, he was
chief of the ECA NF.^ional Accounts Section-

As you know, the tasks awaiting you are numerous and some of them
are doubtless rather difficult.

However, I am convinced that you will

accomplish them effectively and thus increase economic knowledge about
each of your countries, for the sake of Africa as a whole.

It now only

remains for me to wish you every success in your work and a pleasant stay
in Addis Ababa.

■*,

